
 
 

 
 

Trends in the components of government spending have significantly shifted in the past 40 years 

and look to become increasingly occupied by spending on mandatory programs—such as Social 

Security, Medicare and Medicaid—and interest payments on the national debt. This week’s chart 

gives a comparative look at trends in the composition of government spending through snapshots 

from the 1970 budget, today’s budget, and the projected 2040 budget.  

The federal budget consists of three broad categories in the chart above: discretionary (blue 

portion), mandatory (green portion), and net interest (red portion). Today, discretionary spending 

accounts for 36 percent of total spending, which is a small minority compared to 62 percent in 

1970.  

In contrast, mandatory spending on Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, and other such 

programs has doubled as a portion of total spending, from 31 percent of the budget in 1970 to 58 

percent of the budget in 2012.  

Interest payment on the national debt is the fastest growing component of the federal budget. 

Together with mandatory spending on entitlements, this portion accounts for over 60 percent of 

the budget and is projected to consume more than 80 percent by 2040. 

This is no surprise as the federal government faced its fourth year of trillion dollar deficits and 

spent an unprecedented $3.5 trillion (in current dollars), or about $11,200 per person, in 2012 

alone. As deficits continue to pile onto the national debt, interest payments continue to grow 

significantly as a result.  

 

http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/attachments/08-22-2012-Update_to_Outlook.pdf


 
 

Hence, the primary drivers of government spending today and into the future are the continual 

growth in entitlements and interest payments on the federal debt that crowd out all other areas of 

the budget.  

Veronique de Rugy explains how the long-term spending explosion is driven by entitlements in a 

Mercatus chart. 

To contact Dr. de Rugy, call 202.550.9246 or email rlandaue@gmu.edu 

 

http://mercatus.org/publication/long-term-spending-explosion-driven-entitlements

